



































































































































Assignment 2

D Possible to do slightly better than decision trees
for tumor but not by much

2 Overfitting with small k maybe depends

on noise intrinsic dimensionality of data

3 KNN is quite slow if distance evaluation is
slow

4 In large dimensions vectors start to lookvery
orthogonaltoother

5 tower dimensionality makes it harder to overfit

b Maybe if ye are concerned about

overfitting or noise

How do the answers to 2 and 43 conned to
one another What about 21 and 6 and
4 and 5

Agaricus Lepiota has higher dimensionality than primarytumor
but higher accuracy as well
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Quiz

1 Why is leave one cat cross validation practical
for K NN classifiers and impractical for
other settings

2 For any bootstrap sample what's the expected
number of times any element of the original
sample will be chosen

In the limit of an infinitely large sample
what is the probability that any givenelement
of the sample is selected

Probability that a sample isn't selected in

one of the n draws r

Probability it isnt selected in any

line en Ll Int e
i

Probability it is selected at least one I 80.63






































































































































Precision Recall Sensitivity Oh my
AecAtDGnfix ATBectD

t

Precision D 7 I A
S Bt D 7 5 Atc

Recall I D
T Ct D

sensitivity Recall D
CTD

specificity I
75 Atl



Cross Validation

Validation data is used inefficiently

let's partition training data into K subsets
then create K training validation splits

The average of the validation error is
a better estimate of test error

K fold cross validation

Use this to decide on hyperparameters

What if K increases to do

are are at CV
leanly useful when not horribly inefficient

KNI



Bootstrap Besampling Statistical Testing

When is 8 really greater than 7.9
fundamental new idea errorestimationmatters

Null hypothesis testing asks

How likely is it that we saw this
difference because of chance

If we could repeat the experiment infinite
many times how often would we

have made a mistake

Instead of reporting 8 on our population we

report an estimate of theism by
rerunning our experiment on many estimates of

f the population


